22 August 2022
National Cultural Policy Submission

Dear Committee,
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute this policy development process for Australia’s next
Cultural Plan.
For the past 20 years I have worked exclusively in children’s cultural engagement, across institutions,
small to medium theatre companies and as an independent producer. I have commissioned and
produced productions from major festival presentations to small intimate works across theatre,
dance and opera. Memorable productions that considered children equals alongside adults;
sophisticated, emotionally resonate works that embraced the full complexity of the world children,
and adults inhabit together.
Alongside producing I have founded some of Australia’s most prominent creative learning programs,
including School Drama, and designed research projects on the impact of the arts on children’s wellbeing, learning and mental health.
The research on the social and societal benefits of children engaging in high quality arts experiences
has been building for over 35 years and unequivocally states that children engaging in the arts is
undeniably a good thing.
A considerable challenge over successive governments has been to convince powerful decision
makers to ensure policies and practices relating to children’s cultural engagement are carefully
considered and properly supported.
Over my time I have witnessed federal support for youth orchestras, youth theatre companies and
youth dance companies continually be eroded, sending a message to children, and the artists that
create extraordinary cultural experiences for and with them, that they are dispensable. Many would
alternatively suggest they are foundational and vitally important.
The new national cultural plan is a generational opportunity to re-lay our arts sector’s foundations,
addressing the values, structures and processes that have caused children to become invisible within
Australia’s cultural landscape and consider how we move forward anew. Childhood is fleeting, so
change needs to happen as soon as possible.
I would call for a lens of children’s cultural engagement to be applied across the new National
Cultural Policy and ensure children are specifically considered within each of the proposed Five
Pillars.
Thankfully and appropriately, it is proposed the new national Cultural Policy is placing First Nations
First. It is my recommendation that we must then place our Next Generation Next.
A Place for Every Story

‘A place for every story’ must include children and young people, who deserve opportunities to tell
their stories and see themselves reflected in our culture. More than ever, children need stories that
explore the full depth and breadth of the world they are living in, whilst offering hope, and a way
forward.
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